Editor's Column
by
Susan Hulme MW

On two recent Italian press trips, to the Marche and
Abruzzo regions, the organisers had the foresight to add
to the itineraries some visits unrelated to wine, visits
which I appreciated greatly.
Whereas the norm is to cram in as many winery and
vineyard visits as possible, usually in an attempt to fully
and fairly represent a region’s producers, it can mean that
the only contact with that region and its people is
through the window of a bus.
When communicating to others about wine, it really
helps to put our message across if we can present the
wines in the context of the people who make it, their
culture, landscape, history and daily lives. Inspiring and
enthusing others about wine is much more effective if we
can broaden our approach to include things outside the
standard vineyard-winery-bottle sphere and I hope these
extracurricular visits become a feature of future trips.
In this edition of your newsletter, Lindsay Oram writes
about the expansion of the IWSC into South Africa; many
of our members take part in wine competitions as judges
and I was able to witness recently the positive effects
these competitions have on wine producers. Both Umani
Ronchi and Vicari were full of delight and enthusiasm at
their gold medals in the IWC and I felt glad that we can,
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in a small way, give something back to those producers
who give up their time to entertain us on these trips, and,
through their wines, give us so much more.
I hope you enjoy the newsletter and I wish you all a
happy and prosperous 201 4.

Chairman's Column
by
Laura Clay

I’ve been heartened in recent months to see many AWE
members working for generic bodies, importers and
distributors at trade and consumer shows and tastings,
proof that at last the AWE is gaining well-deserved
recognition for reliable, informative and hard-working
individuals. What is slightly disappointing is that, except
for one or two members, we still seem not to be at the
top of the list for presenting master classes at such events
which we know we do rather well!
I am confident that this will come as our membership
grows and strengthens. Already the membership extends
across much of the UK and Ireland, across the Channel
and the Atlantic and the quality of members has never
been so high. With the advent of the new website,
potential employers will find us more easily and, if we
ensure we use it to advertise our events, our key services,
ourselves then they will be able to see how busy AWE
members are and recognise our wider skills.
In this season of goodwill to all men, it seems apt to

mention that working together, helping and
recommending each other has its rewards; recognising
each other’s fortes and specialities and understanding
that, while we may sometimes be contenders for the
same jobs, we will all gain more if AWE members see
each other as colleagues rather than competitors, as
friends rather than rivals.
In the same vein, if you know of any educators whom
you think would benefit from being a member of the
AWE and who fit the profile, please put them in touch
with the Membership Secretary. I don’t believe in
strength in numbers at any cost, certainly not at the cost
of knowledge and ability, but I do think we might all
profit from an expanding healthy and active membership.
I wish you all a very Happy New Year and a successful
201 4 and I look forward to catching up with many of you
at tastings throughout the year, hopefully also enjoying
seeing some of you presenting master classes.
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Sorted

by
Wendy Narby
After an interminable wait that had every winemaker’s
eyes turned to the sky, the harvest finally finished midOctober in the Bordeaux vineyard and the red wines are
all run off into barrels now or undergoing malo in tanks.
Mother Nature has kept everyone on their toes this year
with what has been a challenging vintage (that’s the
polite version!).
The first 3 months of 2013 were marked by cold and
steady rain. A late spring with a dry April meant budbreak was late (mid-April) and the return of the cool
weather and more rain made the late flowering difficult
for Merlot which, although the most precocious
Bordeaux red varietal, only started to blossom around
June 1 0th, compared to May 31 st in 2012.
The rain between June 17th and June 23rd caused
millerandage (development of berries without pips which
remain tiny) and coulure (badly fertilised flowers drop
without giving any fruit). These phenomena cause a
substantial decrease in the potential quantity of the
harvest.

However, the summer was marred by thunderstorms and
hail. During the night of July 1 8th hail fell on a very small
zone in the Médoc and then again on July 25th and 26th
on the entire region.
Despite the summer warmth the development of
vegetation remained delayed by 15 days. August was also
sunny (42 hours more than average), with temperatures
close to the norm, but again marred by thunderstorms
with a devastating hailstorm on Friday 2nd August.
15,000 hectares were hit by the hail, 7000 of which were
80% shattered, representing 6% of the total Bordeaux
vineyards. Concentrated in the Entre-Deux-Mers region,
this has created a dramatic situation for some producers
whose yields are extremely low or non-existent this year.

Interestingly, the argument for organic production has
also been debated this year. With this humidity, vines are
susceptible to mildew and later, to bad or grey botrytis.

By the 3rd week of August the véraison was underway,
leading to a predicted harvest date 8 to 15 days later than
average, based upon the late flowering date. So at the
start of harvest there was cause for concern but as usual
with a vintage like this the picture was very varied from
region to region. Bordeaux is a big place so the scene is
different depending upon the appellation and the
different varietals.
Terroir has played a part, better-drained soils with
exposure to winds being an advantage in a damp growing
season. Merlot has suffered most from the cool, damp
spring – being early-budding and flowering with a greater
sensitivity to millerandage and coulure, the development
of many bunches of Merlot has been uneven.

Summer finally arrived in July, sun and heat set in and the
330 hours of sunshine in one month equalled the 1 991
However, the grape growers have not contented
record.
themselves to simply following the weather patterns.
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Their actions throughout the year in preparing for the
vintage have had an obvious effect on the quality of the
grapes on the vines. Careful de-leafing and green
harvesting have allowed the air to circulate around the
bunches of grapes and have reduced the incidence of
mould on the Merlot in these plots.

Uneven developement of the Merlot grapes necesitated a lot of sorting.
Photo © Wendy Narby 2013
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They are only allowed to use the Bordeaux mixture,
which unfortunately washes off with the next rainfall,
making for expensive and repetitive treatments.
With the vintage approaching, organic treatments are
limited to a powdering of talc to soak up some of the
excess humidity. Ripening was difficult and late,
especially for the Cabernets with not everyone brave
enough to wait for fear of more rainstorms and the spread
of more rot. September continued to be wet, with an
especially heavy storm on 28th bringing 30% of the
month’s rain in a few minutes and although temperatures
were up slightly (½ degree) creating an almost tropical
feel in some areas, and more rot, the average levels of
sunshine were down over the month.
Merlot is currently the most widespread grape in
Bordeaux (65% in 2012) and it suffered this year;
fortunately the Cabernets tell a different story. The late
development this year left many fearing that the
Cabernets, especially the Cabernet Sauvignon, would
struggle to ripen.
Scary Merlot, Photo © Wendy Narby 2013

However, some plots that have been under organic
culture for several years seem to be showing a greater
resistance to mould and other diseases that flourish in
these conditions. This may be because anti-fungal
treatments thicken the skins of the grapes meaning they
ripen later. Therefore those not using these treatments
were at an advantage in this year with the late ripening
posing problems.
This was a good thing, as, under organic agriculture, the
farmers cannot treat their grapes with systemic molecules.
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But whereas the Merlot has only a short window of
opportunity for harvesting, the Cabernets, thanks to their
thicker skin, are sturdier and can wait. Fortunately the
sun decided to shine early-October giving some warm
days and cooler nights – perfect for Cabernet – for those
who could wait either because they had nerves of steel or
a cooler windier terroir that slowed down the
development of that pesky rot.
Talking of mould, it may strike fear into the hearts of red
producers but sweet white wine producers are delighted.

Main photo - Beautiful botrytis at Château Sigalas Rabuad in Sauternes.
Inset - The development of Botrytis on Semillon at Château d’Arche in
Sauternes. Photos © Wendy Narby 2013

The Noble Rot developed well on the Semillon and
Sauvignon grapes in the sweet wine areas. The first tries
gave cause for producers to be cautiously optimistic after
their trials of 2012 despite some isolated hail in the
village of Illats mid-harvest.
The later tries where not quite as concentrated but again
careful selection and blending will produce some
beautiful sweet wines in 2013.
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Sorting by optical selection at Château Phelan Segur in Saint Estephe.
Photo © Wendy Narby 2013

The dry whites are also safely in the vats and although
the volume may be lower than a normal year, producers
are happy with the quality of their crop.

Beautifully healthy Sauvignon bunches at Château Latour Martillac in
Pessac-Leognan. Photo © Wendy Narby 2013

Whether in the field or at the cellar door, new
technologies such as selection tables, optical selectors
and tribae help this labour-intensive process. It must be
heart-breaking to throw berries away but it is the price to
be paid when faced with the challenges that such a
vintage presents.

Some beautiful healthy bunches of Merlot in Pomerol, © Wendy Narby 2013
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What is sure is that 2013 will show lower yields and it
will be well worth a visit to the Futures tastings in April
201 4 to see how the winemakers of Bordeaux have risen
to this, their latest challenge.

Selection berry by berry by hand at Château Olivier in
Pessac-Leognan. Photo © Wendy Narby 2013

Text & photos © Wendy Narby 2013

Selection in the field. Photo © Wendy Narby 2013

What is encouraging is that new technology is at hand to
help the winemaker in such a vintage. Having done the
best they can to ensure quality in the field, producers
keen to maintain a reputation for quality also employ a
strict berry selection prior to fermentation.
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Foamability
by
Laura Clay

I've always called the effervescent in sparkling wine 'the fizz' but Professor Richard Marchal from Reims University whose whole working life is dedicated to assessing, counting,
observing, photographing, monitoring bubbles in wine calls the mousse that forms a 'collar' at the top of the glass when poured, 'the foam', so the foam it is.
This is a précis of what I learnt at a masterclass, organised by Plumpton College and presented by Richard and his colleague, Jean-Claude Buffin from Effervescents du Monde, in
how to assess the bubbles when judging sparkling wines:
1 . It is as yet unknown how to modify and influence the ascent of bubbles rising from the point of birth or nucleation point.
2. But the winemaker CAN influence the quality of the foam in the collar.
3. Healthy grapes = better foam. The base wine has to be good to have foaming properties - foamability (I kid you not, that's the scientific term.) It can't
be instilled if it is not there in the first place.
4. Rot in grapes inhibits foam by releasing an enzyme which reduces the protein in the grape.
5. The more protein, the more foam.
6. Charcoal (used to stabilise colour) reduces foam because it affects the connection between protein and gas. Even more true of bentonite.
7. You need a rich colloidal structure in the wine to produce a good foam.
8. The ascent of a bubble up a glass is about 1 second.
9. If the bubbles are small and tight as in higher quality sparkling wines, the foam is white. Bigger bubbles tend to make the collar grey or
are not sustained to produce a collar at all.
1 0. Bubbles rise in the centre and move out to the rim at the top.
11 . After three seconds quality bubbles decrease in size by 70%, but don't burst, and form a perfect foam.
12. How much you pour into a glass affects the foam - right to the top of a tall glass and the bubbles have had a chance to
increase too much in size and the foam is too frothy (think Guinness). A tasting portion does not allow the ascending
bubbles to travel from the centre to the rim and no, or very little, collar develops. Half way up a glass is perfect.
13. You will have very few bubbles if your glass is perfectly clean. You need dust particles (no problem
in my glasses!), or scratches, for bubbles to occur - gas is transferred from the bulk (wine) to the
particles creating bubbles. This is the nucleation site.
1 4. Low alcohol produces more foam and becomes more like a froth.
15. Bubbles also carry aromas but there is less perception of them
Text & photo of Professor Richard Marchal
as they are mixed with CO2
© Laura Clay 2013
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by
Lindsay Oram

On a cold Sunday in March, a select group of five set off
by Eurostar for four days in Chablis. We arrived at the
hotel around 9.30pm to be greeted by a very welcome
and delicious cold supper, and of course a bottle (or two)
of Chablis.

Photo © Lindsay Oram 2013

Day 1. Monday 4th March
You cannot be in Chablis for more than hour before the
word that sums up Chablis is spoken - TERROIR.
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The Premier Crus are all split up, with no Premier Cru
site touching another Premier Cru site, although one,
Vaulorent, does touch the Grand Cru site, Les Preuses.
Premier Cru sites are split by the river. The left bank
Premier Cru sites, such as Côte de Léchet and Vaillons
are more like cousins, and less closely related to each
other than right bank Premier Crus, like Mont de Milieu
and Montée de Tonnerre, which are more like brothers
and sisters.
The Grand crus are all in one site split into seven
vineyards with very different attributes. Les Preuses has a
trough at the bottom of the vineyard so consequently it is
cooler and wetter so grapes do not ripen as well. In
contrast Vaudésir (Valley of anger) is U-shaped and traps
heat so it can be hot, but the same shape also encourages
frost.
The combination of high heat and high frost is difficult to
manage, as one side ripens quickly due to heat therefore
it is picked early and the other side is cooler and picked
last.

Next was the opportunity to see if terroir worked when
we were treated to a full tasting, at the BIVB offices, of
the 22 medal winners from the 27th Annual Chablis
competition. This competition takes place in January
when 72 judges taste through 347 wines and award
medals to those wines considered outstanding, this year
22 medals were awarded. These wines become the Wine
Ambassadors of the Chablis appellation.
The wines did show differences on the palate. These
differences ranged from the saline freshness (William
Fèvre 2011 Petit Chablis), through nutty and floral
(Domaine de la Cornasse Chablis 2011 ) to perfumed and
youthful (La Chablisienne Premier Cru Beauroy 2011 ) to
savoury and minerally (Domaine Long-Depaquit Grand
Cru Les Clos 201 0). The tasting showed both terroir and
the attractiveness of the 2011 vintage.

Photo © Lindsay Oram 2013

Chablis visit, 3rd to 6th March 2013

So to set the terroir scene, Eric Szablowski, winemaker at
William Fèvre for 23 years and now Burgundy tutor,
drove us to the vineyards where we stood at the meeting
point of three different appellations. Premier Cru (Côte de
Léchet), Chablis and Petit Chablis. These are only 5-1 0
meters away from each other. It is the different soils or of
course, terroir that make the AOCs different. Interestingly
the Petit Chablis site on top of the hill, with very large
white stones, looks a more promising site than the
adjacent Premier Cru site, Côte de Léchet, where the soil
looks browner with more grass.
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A delicious lunch followed at Le Bistrot des Grand Crus
and a chance to taste an older vintage. The wine we
drank, Regnard 1 986 Les Preuses, was bone dry, honeyed
yet austere, with linear, piercing lime juice acidity,
complex with earthy tobacco and citrus notes. Generous
but precisely structured, it danced across the tongue.
After lunch we visited Domaine Louis Moreau. This
Domaine was originally part of J Moreau et Fils. The
négociant part of the business was sold to Allied
Domecq, but the vineyards were split between Louis and
Christian Moreau. While most of the wine is sold in
France, 15% is exported, with Asia becoming an
increasingly important market.

Louis Moreau studied abroad, and along with a growing
number of his generation, seeks natural solutions to
protect the terroir of his vineyards. To this end the
Premier Cru Vaillons vineyard is tended organically,
although it is not certified.

We then tasted a range of Chablis from the very attractive
2011 vintage with Nathalie Geoffroy. Nathalie also runs a
small estate, Domaine de la Cornasse, that she inherited
from her mother. Their 2011 Chablis was very floral and
minerally.

Organic viticulture was a recurring theme during our
visit. It is perhaps easier today to cover the costs of
organic farming as land costs for basic Chablis have
increased from €1 00,000/ha in 1 988 to € 200,000 today.

We tasted a range of Chablis, including an oak-aged wine
from the 0.4 ha monopole Clos des Hospices which is
within the Les Clos Grand Cru. The wine was very
expressive and full of mineral complexity.
Jean François Bordet. Photo © Lindsay Oram

Geoffroy Museum of Corkscrews. Photo © Lindsay Oram 2013

Our next visit was to Alain Geoffroy and it started, not
with a wine tasting, or even a winery visit, but a stroll
around the Museum of Corkscrews and vineyard
machinery at Alain Geoffroy’s estate.

Moreau stoppers. Photo © Lindsay Oram 2013
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I have never seen as many corkscrews in my life, but if
the use of screwcaps continues to grow the museum
could become even bigger as more corkscrews are
resigned to the bin.

The evening was spent over dinner with the current
president of the Chablis commission of the Burgundy
Wine Board, Jean François Bordet of Domaine SéguinotBordet. Over 70% of Chablis is exported, with the U.K.
taking 9 million bottles. In line with all the producers that
we visited Jean-François is working more sustainably in
the vineyard, looking to the methods of his grandfather,
with whom he works closely.
Dinner started with the lovely light Petit Chablis closed
under driven cork for the French market, but under
screwcap for the Norwegian and U.K. market - ‘Vive la
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difference!!’ Some of the brave amongst our team ordered
andouillette which was paired with the weightier Premier
Cru Fourchaume 2011 . A short very short walk, or
stumble, took us back to the hotel for a peaceful night’s
sleep.

practices are used in the vineyard, although Benoît does
not agree with the use of copper which is allowed in
organic farming.
He uses Diam closures to protect the wines from cork
taint, and more importantly oxidation. He believes Diam
closures form a more consistent hermetic seal to give
fresher wines. There appear to be several producers that
are now shifting to alternatives to cork. An advantage
with Diam closures is that producers can usually use
lower levels of SO2, typically down to 30-35 ppm free
SO2 at bottling, and still maintain shelf life.

Photo © Lindsay Oram 2013

Day 2, Tuesday 5th March
Chablis is very small, so with a map, a short stroll took us
to our first visit of the day, Domaine Jean-Paul et Benoît
Droin. We entered via some stone steps to a typically
Burgundian cellar. This is an old estate and has been
passed down from father to son since the 1 600s. Annual
production is around 220,000 bottles, much of which is
Next came the tasting, starting with the steely yet rich
exported to 55 countries, including China.
Montée de Tonnerre, 25% of which is aged in oak. This
was followed by a perfumed and feminine Vaudésir,
which contrasted with the fuller and richer Valmur,
finishing up with the powerful Les Clos. While all these
wines had some oak maturation, the use of oak is
generally decreasing in Chablis.

Benoît explained that the harvest lasts for 12 days.
Interestingly, the Petit Chablis vineyards, which are
mainly located on the top of the hill on the Portlandian
soil, are picked first, along with the Grand Crus. This is
because the white Portlandian soil reflects the sun’s heat,
ripening the grapes more quickly than on the basic
Chablis sites, where the grapes are usually picked last.
In line with other producers visited, many organic
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Hervé Tucki. Photo © Lindsay Oram 2013

Our next visit was a distinct contrast to the atmospheric
traditional stone cellar of Benoît Droin as it was to the
ultra-modern La Chablisienne building located on the
edge of the town. Our guide was Hervé Tucki.

something that the co-op is open to. La Chablisienne
dictate to growers what chemicals can be used and the
harvest date to ensure consistency across the growers
where possible.
While there are 280 growers, there is only 1 winemaker,
Vincent Bartement. Winemaking here is a dictatorship,
not a democracy. Rather than buying grapes, La
Chablisienne buy must, therefore growers have to press
their own grapes so they require at least one press. The
reason for this is to maintain quality by preventing all the
trucks of grapes arriving together at the winery, and the
grapes heating up in the sun while waiting to be
unloaded.

La Chablisienne, established in 1 923, has always been
regarded, justifiably, as one of the best Co-ops in France.
It is certainly a giant in Chablis, being Chablis’ only coop and accounting for 25% of total Chablis production.
The co-op has 280 growers, accounting for 1,200 ha; they
must give all the must they produce to the co-op.
La Chablisienne have a representative present at each
Included in the 280 are 2 organic producers. Hervé
pressing, and on arrival at the winery each parcel is
believes more producers will adopt organic practises,
tasted, analysed and graded A-D. Wines are processed in
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groups, all A’s together etc. as the less good wines will
need more racking. Those growers producing the highest
quality ‘A’ wines get more money. Growers who produce
‘E’ grade must, get help from the vineyard manager
Arnaud Terrier.
This is a large operation with sufficient tanks to hold the
must of two harvests. Wines are fermented at 20c, all
wines go through MLF, which is only blocked in
exceptionally ripe years, such as 2009, to retain acidity.
La Chablisienne love oak, (1, 2, and 3 year old barrels).
All the Premier and Grand Crus and 2 Chablis cuvées are
oaked.
Hervé says oak gives the wine energy; wines are aged on
fine lees to give tension without weight. La Chablisienne
have 6 of the7 Grand Crus (no Valmur). They also own
Château Grenouilles Grand Cru, which was purchased in
2003.

We start with Petit Chablis. It is interesting that the
amount of Petit Chablis produced is similar to the
amount of Premier Cru produced. Like most Petit
Chablis, it is a good introduction to the Chablis
appellation, fresh, lively and full of zesty citrus. We
progress through Chablis to the Premier and Grand Crus;
all the wines are closed with cork.

Domaine Long-Depaquit. Photo © Lindsay Oram 2013

through this label that La Chablisienne supply
supermarkets with Petit Chablis, Chablis, and generic
Premier Cru.
So on to the tasting, taking into account the words of
Hervé - ‘we do not vinify chardonnay grapes, we like to
vinify Chablis with chardonnay grapes,’ and there
certainly is a wide range of wines.

La Chablisienne produce and market wines under their
own label. They are not négoçiants and do not trade
wine. The exception to this is if the quality not good
enough, when the wine is sold in bulk to the trade,
providing a faster cash flow. The onsite shop sells 5% of
production at full retail price and 65% is exported to 60
countries. French sales account for 35%, with the La
Chablisienne label being strong in restaurants. If you add
up all the Michelin stars of all the restaurants stocking La
Chablisienne wines it comes to a whopping 1 65 stars!!!
While 95% of production is Chablis, 5% is other
Burgundy wines. La Chablisienne is one of the 4 Co-ops
involved in Blasson de Bourgogne, and it is mainly
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Two of the wines are corked, which supports the decision
of those producers that have switched to Diam or
screwcap. The style of the wines is quite savoury, a factor
of the use of oak. My favourites are the fragrant and
buttery 201 0 Côte de Léchet and the smoky and nutty
Montmains, both Premier Crus. I must admit to generally
preferring the more linear style of the Premier Crus to the
broader style of the Grand Crus.
I think the quote of the trip goes to Hervé ‘In Chablis the
terroir is great, the men are normal’
The next visit took us back to the centre of the village and
the long established house of Domaine Long–Depaquit.
Since 1 970 the Domaine has been part of Albert Bichot,
but originally dates back to the French Revolution. With
1 0 ha of Grand Cru vineyards the Domaine controls
approximately 1 0% of the Grand Cru area.

Photo © Lindsay Oram 2013

While they do not have any vineyards in Valmur or
Grenouilles, they own the monopole ‘La Moutonne’. The
8th Grand Cru (2.35 ha), this is situated 95% in Vaudesir
with 5% in Preuses. Of course we tasted this unique
wine from the 201 0 vintage, considered by Matthieu
Mangenot from the Domaine to be on a par with the
2006. The style of the wine is rich and full with layers of
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peach, kaffir lime and hazelnuts finishing with a salty
edge.
For the last stop of the day we walked down the stone
streets to William Fèvre in the centre of the village.
William Fèvre has always had a very good reputation as a
defender of Chablis terroir, making wines that reflect the
authenticity of the soils. The Domaine was purchased by
the Henriot family from Champagne in 1 998. The estate
continues to produce individual wines that reflect the
terroir from which they come.
To this end the Domaine changed to organic practices in
2005. Vallons, a south east facing vineyard, was the first
to move to organic viticulture. In the Burgundy climate
organic viticulture can be a challenge, particularly in the
control of mildew, however the rewards are worth the
challenges. Parts of the Domaine, the right bank
vineyards and the Grand Crus, use biodynamic methods.
Didier Séguier of William Fèvre believes that biodynamic viticulture gives the wines better minerality,
expression of terroir and a better acidity balance. Asked

to explain minerality, Didier says is not acidity but that
acidity is needed to express minerality. I am not sure I am
any the wiser.
Despite the additional costs of biodynamics (+ 50%) the
Domaine has chosen not to become certified, as M.
Henroit thinks it is more important to make good wine
than to be biodynamic.
The tasting was of the 2011 vintage, confirming again that
while it may not have the power of some vintages it is
certainly a very pretty vintage. We started with the lovely,
light, pure and delicate Petit Chablis, and finished with
the Grand Cru Bougros lieu dits ‘Côte de Bouguerots’
which is the sunniest part of the Bougros vineyard. The
wine was dense, oily and tense across the palate –
delicious!
Our last night at the hotel L’Hostellerie des Clos was in
the company of Louis Moreau, the current President of
the Union des Grand Cru de Chablis, and his wife. Louis
had brought some older vintages to accompany the
sumptuous food.
The Chablis 2000 in magnum was delicious with the
seafood starters and a triumph with the warm foie gras,
age having bestowed on the wine layers of honey, nut
and tobacco with a sinewy backbone. Similarly the 2002
Vaudésir married with my main course of crayfish
beautifully, both being silky and viscous across the
palate.

Louis Moreau. Photo © Lindsay Oram 2013
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Our visit so far had shown a distinct move to organic
viticulture, and while only around 5% of vineyards are

Denis Pommier. Photo © Lindsay Oram 2013

certified, Louis feels the truer figure of organic
production is 35%. He hopes this will rise to 60% over
the next 1 0 years with evolution rather than revolution.
There has been a shift in the thinking of the new
generation towards organic viticulture, with the support
of the BIVB, and a feeling that the previous generation
impoverished the land with the excessive use of
chemicals and fertilizers. Louis also believes that there is
a greater openness and camaderie amongst the younger
producers, something that perhaps did not exist with the
previous generation.
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Day 3, Wednesday 6th March
Our last day took us to visit Isabelle and Denis Pommier.
In 1 990 they took over 2ha of family land in Chablis and
have since rented a further 17ha of vineyards throughout
Burgundy. Firstly Denis sold juice in bulk moving to
bottling in 1 995, and is now producing 1 00,000 bottles,
60% of which is exported.
The Domaine is in conversion to organics, and is due to
be certified in 201 4, Denis is considering biodynamics,
but the difficult 2012 vintage has made him reconsider.
No one could doubt Denis’s commitment, as he built his
winery without any of the advantageous government
subsidies that were available at the time. This is a small
operation employing only 5 1 /2 people, with more
people employed for pruning and at harvest.

However in a short period of time this Domaine has
become much respected. It was one of only two
Domaines to win a gold medal for a Grand Cru in the
2013 Chablis wine competition; so Jerome’s dream of
being the in the top 1 0 Chablis by reputation may not be
that far away. The Domaine handles 130,000 bottles a
year, 1 00,000 of their own wine, (1 0,000 Grand Cru) and
30,000 as a négociant.

We then had a very revealing tasting of some barrel
samples aged in demi-muids sourced from France, and
very unusually from Austria. The wine aged in Austrian
oak, was smoother, less resinous and altogether more
subtle.
The more conventional tasting of bottled wines started
with the 2011 Chablis, which had surprising weight for
basic Chablis, then on to the tense and elegant 2011
Montmains, which was feather-light across the tongue,
and finishing with the 2011 Mont de Milieu, full of
savoury notes with a backbone of limey acidity and a
persistent finish.

Next on to the tasting. Certainly all the wines displayed
some lovely stony and saline characters, from the Chablis
through the oaked concentrated Vieux Vignes to the
intense and complex Fourchaume and finishing with the
2009 excellent Côte de Léchet which was long, savoury
and very rich due to the ripeness of the 2009 vintage.

But all good things must come to an end, and the end
came with the bang of a delicious lunch at the Relais
Saint–Vincent, joined by Jerome with his wines.

Our last visit was to Domaine Garnier et fils where
Jerome Garnier guided us through the winery and tasting.
In Burgundian terms this is a very young estate. Jerome’s
father was an arable farmer, but the land had vine
planting rights.
Jerome and his brother persuaded their very reluctant
father to plant vines, the reluctance stemmed from the
hard times that many grape growers had experienced in
Chablis after World War Two.
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saying that natural winemakers are crazy and all their
wines taste the same. Jerome uses natural yeast, without
the use of DAP as the ferments always start cleanly and
he never inoculates to start the MLF as it starts naturally,
usually before the alcoholic fermentation finishes. His
winemaking style is very protective, blanketing wines
with inert gas for 2–3 months while on gross lees then
racking and bottling with low levels of free sulphur (<
20ppm).

Jerome Garnier. Photo © Lindsay Oram 2013

Having trained in Switzerland and worked at Leflaive,
Jerome works in the winery and vineyard as naturally as
possible. He is not a supporter of natural wines though,

Photos & text © Lindsay Oram
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Marche

by
Susan Hulme MW
The Marche (pronouced Mar-Kay) is a region full of
surprises! It has such a lot to offer. Situated a third of the
way down the Eastern (Adriatic) side of Italy, sandwiched
between Emilia-Romagna to the north, the Abruzzo to the
south and Umbria, Lazio and Tuscany to the west and
inland. It's a region that often gets forgotten and
overlooked, overshadowed by some of its more famous
neighbours, but it deserves more attention.
The Marche is surprising in its riches. It has breath-taking
snow-covered mountains inland where the spine of the
Apennines form a backbone through Italy from north to
south. Inland too, away from the coast, the landscape is
full of undulating,
wooded hills,
peppered with
picturesque towns
and villages and fast
flowing turquoisegreen rivers. Wood
smoke fills the air in
the cobbled, steep
streets of the many
walled medieval
towns such as the
famous towns of Jesi
and Urbino.
Marche woodland & river.
Photo © Susan Hulme MW 2013
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Jesi is known to many wine lovers as being the source of
one of Italy's most famous dry, white wines, Verdicchio
dei Castelli di Jesi. Over the years as I have taught wine
courses and talked about the crisp, dry white wine with
the long name, sold formerly in the distinctive amphorashaped bottle, I have wondered what that town was like;
a town called Jesi - it sounded magnificent to me!
Here in this part of Italy, the papal influence is very
strong and is seen everywhere in the statues and
architecture of the major towns. Heading on out to the
coast, another landscape takes hold, one where a
dramatically beautiful coastline dotted with colourful
seaside towns captivates the imagination.
The food is equally varied: local specialities include rich
mountain dishes such as polenta with a creamy, truffle
sauce or wild boar ragù with tagliatelli or sformata (a
cross between a cheese mousse and a soufflé) with
porcini mushrooms.

The freshest sole and squid, Il Diavolo del Brodetto, Porto Recanati.
Photo © Susan Hulme MW 2013

Meanwhile the coast affords some of the most delicious,
freshest fish, such as freshly-caught sole, mussels and
crayfish which are often combined into rich seafood,
tomato and pasta dishes. They also produce a lot of
delicious, strongly-flavoured, dark green olive oils here
too. There is a huge variety of dishes and something to
please everyone.
As for the wines, the best examples were truly a
revelation. Before I came to the Marche I had tasted many
of those wines we usually see in the UK - those crisp but
fairly neutral, dry whites of Verdicchio dei Castelli di Jesi
DOCG and I knew something of the reds, such as Rosso

Sformata with Porcini mushrooms. Photo © Susan Hulme MW 2013
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Conero DOC, made using local grape varieties
Sangiovese and Montepulciano. I knew some of the
leading producers such as Umani Ronchi and Garofoli
but there were a lot of surprises.
The first was that Verdicchio Dei Castelli di Jesi can age!
Some of the best wines I tasted were from 2008 (a very
good vintage in Marche) or older. When they age they
develop deeply honeyed, acacia aromas and flavours and
the best have a soft, richly creamy mid-palate balanced
by an attractive bitter almond flavour that adds length to
the wine.
Also surprising were the wonderfully aromatic red wines
of Lacrima di Morra Alba. ‘Lacrima’ is a lovely Italian
word meaning 'tears' and is where the English word
'lachrymose' comes from but in this case the grape gets
the name because the berries can split easily when
ripening and little 'tears' or rivulets of juice form and run
down the skins.
Even more unusual is a sweet, sparkling red wine,
confusingly called Vernaccia Di Serrapetrona (confusing
because in Tuscany, Vernaccia di San Gimignano is a
well-known dry white wine). It produces a fun, lively,
sweetly fruity wine and is a very quaffable, delightfully
light-hearted drink. Move over sparkling Shiraz!

north that Montepulciano will ripen and grow. The name
‘Montepulciano’ means ‘beautiful mountain’ - could it
refer to Monte Conero?

Then there is the characterful range of red and white
sweet wines made from drying the grapes in rooms
where the air is circulated. The drying period is called
the Apassimento and the wines are called Passito.
On top of all this I tasted some lively sparkling wines,
both pink and white, from grape varieties such as
Pecorino and Passerina among others. So apart from its
famous dry white wines the Marche offers an eclectic
and characterful mix of wines of all colours and styles
that deserves to be better known in the UK.

View from CasalFarneto. Photo © Susan Hulme MW 2013

Rising stars
CasalFarneto
This producer was a real find and is one of the rising stars
of Verdicchio dei Castelli di Jesi DOCG. The property is
owned by the Tongi family and they clearly have a
talented young winemaker there who has travelled and
Another discovery was Verdicchio Di Matelica DOCG,
less well known, but in fact an older DOCG than its more It wouldn't be right to continue without mentioning some worked vintages in Napa as well as Tuscany, but they also
have the guidance of well-known consultant oenelogist
famous neighbour Verdicchio Dei Castelli Di Jesi. There of the best wine producers and wines of the region but
Franco Barnabei. They own 60 ha of which 27 ha is
are the well-known dry reds of course made under the
this is just a small selection based upon some of the
under vine. I liked all of their white wines a lot but I
DOC of Rosso Conero. This DOC is named after Monte
wines that won prizes in the Marchet Wine and Fish
found these were exceptional:
Conero (Mountain of Conero) and is the furthest place
competition.
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By the way, the Marche has four DOCG's and twelve
DOCs or DOPs and has received the highest number of
Gambero Rosso's Tre Bicherri (literally translated as
'Three Glasses', the Italian equivalent of a UK gold medal
for wines) for white wines in the whole of Italy.
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2011 Grancasale - made from Verdicchio grapes but
picked 1 0 days later than those for their 'bread and butter'
Verdicchio dei Castelli di Jesi. Kept on lees for 2 months
and needs at least a year in bottle. 8 Euros/bottle, 15
Euros/magnum ex-cellars. Bright, limpid, green-toned
lemon. Savoury, chalky, mineral nose. In the mouth, soft,
round, leesy texture with honey and cream notes. Silky
texture with a saline and bitter almond twist on the
finish. A lovely wine! 93/100

2008 Grancasale. I was told 2008 was a very good
vintage in this region. They had very few bottles of this
left so it was generous of them to open this one. I loved
the chalky, steeliness of this wine combined with a
creamy richness too. Honey, ripe yellow apple aromas

this wine had received the much acclaimed Tre Bicchieri,
Gambero Rosso's highest award for wines.

2006 Grancasale Deep yellow gold - Sauternes-like

colour. Evolved nose of yellow plum and mushroom
(“and Cypress resin” says the winemaker). Very soft,
velvety start and a rich, smooth palate, with
mushroom/truffle flavours. It was great to taste such a

mature style but I prefer the feistier 2008 version.

We also tried an attractive sweet Cimaio Marche 2009
(15%), affected by noble rot.

Vicari
This is a small family producer that I made a special
arrangement to see and who kindly came to collect me at
and flavours. So smooth on the palate, silky and round
the hotel. They have 21 ha in the valley of Morro D'Alba
with creamy yellow fruit balanced by a chalky, savoury
finish. A little Burgundian in texture and weight but with (the name translates as 'centre of the dawn') and are
making some very exciting Lacrima Di Morro D'Alba.
distinctively Italian aromas and flavours. 95/100 My
This is a quirky, characterful, red grape producing
favourite of the whites!
aromatic, concentrated dry red wines, which have some
similarities with the powerful dry, port-like styles of
2010 Crisio Verdicchio dei Castelli di Jesi The grapes
Valpolicella Amarone. Vicari's Lacrima Di Morro D'Alba
were picked around the 20th of September and
wines are heady, fragrant, dry port-like wines with
fermented, but not matured, in oak. Aged 'sur lie' for 2
months and bottled 1 8 months after harvest. Described as alcohol levels of between 1 4 and 15.5%.
good with truffles, white meat and rabbit. Bright green,
I was given an extensive tasting of their wines. They make
peridot tones. Subtle nutty nose with gentle sweet oak
dry whites under the Verdicchio dei Castelli di Jesi
notes. Soft and creamy with a satisfyingly round middle,
a curvy wine with some subtle sweet chestnut and spice Classico denomination and some very attractive reds, the
Rosso Piceno 2011 (70% Montepulciano, 30%
notes and a little lift of fresh acidity and chalkiness
Sangiovese), being a good example. But their real
towards the end like a refreshingly salty sea breeze,
speciality and strength is in their ability to coax the best
swiftly followed by a bitter almond finish. 95/1 00
out of the intriguing Lacrima Di Morro D'Alba. The wines
This wine tasted at dinner two days later was one of the
below were excellent.
exceptional wines of the night. A few weeks later I read
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Vicari Lacrima Dasempre del Pozzo Buono 2012,
Lacrima Di Morro D'Alba - 1 4%. Almost black in the

glass with a bright magenta rim. Roses, violets and
Turkish Delight aromas. Big, soft, round and velvety with
a little dry tannins offsetting the richness. Aromatic,
smooth and powerful. 94/100

Lacrima del Pozzo Buono 2011, Lacrima Di Morro
D'Alba Superiore - 15.5% This wine won a gold medal
and a trophy in the IWC competition in London for the
2011 . Black core, magenta rim. Ripe cherries soaked in

alcohol and a Turkish Delight nose. Very rich, smooth
and densely concentrated palate balanced by a dried
plum-skin tannic finish. Firm tannins contrast beautifully
against the richness of the ripe, dark- cherry fruit and the
velvety texture of this wine. Powerful - rather like a
fruitier and more aromatic Amarone. 96/100

This was followed by two lovely but very different sweet
wines
Vicari L'Amabile del Pozzo Buono - 1 4.5%, made with
Yellow Muscat. The grapes are harvested at the end of
September and are then dried for three months. Only
1500 bottles are made. Deep orange gold. Honey,
Muscat grapes and marmalade nose. Sweet wine but
with contrasting orange marmalade flavours. 92/100.

Vicari Amaranto Passito 2011, Lacrima Di Morro d'Alba.
Only 2000 bottles made. 15 Euros cellar door price. Inky
black core narrow vibrant purple rim. Savoury, smoky,
Marmite aromas. Very sweet, but a little dry plum skin
tannins balancing sweetness. Smooth, rich velvety
initially with some chewy tannins, black liquorice finish.
Very characterful sweet wine. 94/100
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The Old Guard - leading producers of the region
Garofoli
Garofoli are one of the Marche's benchmark wineries
with 50 ha of vines and a production of almost 2 million
bottles exported worldwide. I was guided around the
wine cellars by the ebullient matriarch of the family Daria Garofoli who pointed out the prototypes and
historical examples of the famous amphora-shaped bottle
that used to be the traditional bottle for Verdicchio dei
Castelli di Jesi. The curvy shaped bottle was better known
as the 'Lollo' after the voluptuous Italian actress Gina
Lollobrigida.
What started as a great marketing idea (the distinctive
bottle shape eased customer recognition) became a
weight around the neck of the producers as the image of
Verdicchio dei Castelli Di Jesi became impaired by
inferior quality wines. After using this bottle shape for
some years, Garofoli were one of the first to do away with
it.

This was one the best tastings of the press trip because of
the quality of the wines and the breadth of the tasting. It
was so useful to taste several different vintages of the
same wine side by side to really see how the wines age.
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signature notes of acacia honey and cream and the
silkiness of texture balanced by a little sea salt, lemon
and mineral flavours. 95/100.

The 1999 Podium was a joy to taste and was obviously a
more mature wine. Rich green-gold, Sauternes-like
colour. Beautifully fragrant nose with ripe apricot and
lime leaf aromas. Silky-textured, seamless with a long
finish and delicately contrasting flavours of salt, lime
peel, cream, honey and China tea. Lapsang Souchang
smokiness lingers on the finish.

Garofoli 'Lollo' bottles. Photo © Susan Hulme MW

As well as the entry level Serra del Conte 2012 , Daria
generously gave us an impromptu tasting of several
vintages of their much acclaimed Podium wine including
the 2011, 2007, 2006 and the 1 999 vintages and their
flagship, top-of-the-range white wine, La Selezione 2006.
We also tasted Serra Firorese 2008 and two reds: the
Piancarda 2010 Rosso Conero and the richer Agontano
2008 (both 1 00% Montepulciano) followed by a zesty
sparkling wine, the Garofoli 2007 Brut Reserve.
The Garofoli La Selezione 2006 was the star of this
tasting for me. Bright green gold, very shiny and

Daria Garofoli. Photo © Susan Hulme MW 2013

I also loved the 2006 Podium . It had some of the same

luminous. On the nose, delicate China tea and smoky
notes combine with cream and acacia honey. There is a
youthful, vibrant feel to this wine with a fabulously
seamless texture. Candied lemon peel, cream and a
touch of sea salt flavours intermingle and blend on the
palate through the effortlessly silky texture. Very fine!
96/100. Only made in 2006 & 2008.

Unusually, it was suggested that we take all of the open
bottles of wine with us to our seaside fish restaurant to
drink with lunch. What was interesting was that the less
powerful and less complex Podium 2007 did best with a
rich seafood pasta dish and the delicate fresh sole. I have
often found that a more subtle and understated wine
works better with food as it allows the food to shine
instead of competing with it.
I was told later that Gambero Rosso judges taste the same
30 or so, potential medal winning wines all day with and
without food. If this is true, it seems like one of the best
systems of judging a wine fairly to me.
Two nights later at a dinner at Fortino Napoleonico
(www.hotelfortino.it), one of the Marche's best known
fish restaurants on a hillside overlooking the sea below
Ancona, we were also able to taste the Podium 2008
which we had not been able to try at the winery.
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Umani Ronchi
No visit to the Marche would be complete for me without
visiting probably the most famous wine producer of them
all. As a student learning about wines myself, Umani
Ronchi were the Marche producer, so although they were
not part of the official press trip I decided I had to try and
see them. Once family-owned by the Umani Ronchi
family they are now owned by another old, prestigious
Italian family, the Bernetti family.
Old Italian families in my experience have a lovely
tradition of extreme graciousness towards guests and the
honour of the host is invested in providing the most
courteous hospitality. The constraints of the trip meant
that my visit had to take the form of a quick call at the
winery on my way to the airport with hopefully a brief
tasting of some of their wines. What they arranged was to
collect me from my hotel, treat me to a very generous
tasting of several vintages of their wines before delivering
me to the airport, all with the courteous presence of the
owner, Massimo Bernetti who made a special visit to see
me.
I felt honoured that Massimo had taken the trouble to
meet me in person. He struck me as someone who was
very humble, relaxed and at ease with himself and he
quickly put me at my ease too. He told me they were the
first producer to stop using the amphora-shaped bottle in
1 983 and to put their Verdicchio dei Castelli di Jesi into a
Burgundy-shaped bottle. It was a brave move at that time
when the 'Lollo' was such a well-known brand!
I was given an excellent range of wines to taste starting
with their entry-level Casal di Serra 2012 Verdicchio dei
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Castelli di Jesi , then the Vecchia Vigne 2012 and three
vintages of Plenio, the 2009, 2004 and 1 999. Plenio is
their top quality Verdicchio dei Castelli Di Jesi that is
matured for 1 8 months before being put into 500 litre oak
barrels for further maturation. Below are just a few of the
wines that impressed me most.
Plenio 2004. Deep old gold, complex nose of mature

white wine with contrasting truffle and barley sugar
aromas. Very silky texture, round, harmonious, little salty,
savoury finish and the same flavours of mushroom,
almond and barley sugar. Long savoury finish. 94/100

Plenio 1999 . Deep green gold, Sauternes-like colour.

Complex aromas include mushroom and flinty notes. The
palate is generous, smooth and round with more
complex layers of barley sugar and acacia honey
contrasted by a savoury salinity. 94/100

Pelago Red 2009 . Deeply coloured, nearly opaque wine.

Softly perfumed, gentle spice and cassis notes on the
nose. Smooth and concentrated, with lots of fine gravelly
textured tannins and some distinctive Cabernet cassis
and Merlot plum flavours. Firm but very fine textured
tannins, mouth-filling, round and long. 95/100

Maximo Sauvignon Blanc 2010. Orange gold, very

cleanly botrytised wine with just a little pure orange zest
and orange marmalade notes. Pure, clean, lively aromas.
Sweet but juicy, lovely combination of sweetness and
refreshing, lively acidity, honey mixed with notes of
orange zest. Beautifully balanced wine. 95/100.

One thing that struck me is that the reds they make are

Massimo Bernetti. Photo © Susan Hulme MW 2013

every bit as good as the whites, sometimes even better
and it is unusual to be equally good at both styles. In fact
with their red wines they won the Red Winemaker of the
Year award at the IWC a few years ago.
As we were leaving Massimo told me with a wry smile
that they had had a small break in at their wine cellars
recently and the thieves had left a note saying, “Thank
you, we drank some very good wines here and we may
return for more!”

Other wine producers and wines to watch.
Guerrieri
Guerrieri are a small family company, 6th generation
with 200 ha of land and have been here since the late
C1 8th. They have 35 ha of vines, producing 150,000
bottles, plus 20 ha of olive trees, 95 ha of cereal and the
rest is woodland. ‘Guerrieri’ means ‘warriors’ and they
like to think of themselves as warriors of the land.
AWE Inspiring News - Winter 2013-201 4

What I loved about this visit is their holistic approach.
They pride themselves on being self-sufficient and make
their own deep green, full-flavoured olive oil as well as
their own pasta and of course the wines. They even run a
sort of B&B house rental in an attempt to attract more
tourists to stay.
Their teaching farm, populated with chickens, geese and
stray cats is used to educate children and young people
early on in the joys and health benefits of eating healthy,
home grown, unprocessed foods. Their website http://www.aziendaguerrieri.it/en/ - is well worth a look.
As for the wines, they produce 60% white, almost 40%
red and a little rosé. For the whites they use the less well
known Italian white grape variety, Bianchello. Although
the whites were fine on this tasting I liked their red wines
best, especially the Guerrieri Nero 2011 (33% Cabernet
Sauvignon, 33% Sangiovese and 33% Merlot) concentrated, chunky and robust without being hard or
bitter. Also very attractive was the Colli Pesaresi
Sangiovese Riserva 2010 (1 4%) - a smoother, medium
bodied wine with some attractive bright cherry fruit.

As well as finished wines we tasted two very different
tank samples of the Bianchello del Metauro 2013 . A
combination of the two seemed very promising, one
more nervy with high acidity, the other rounder with
yellow fruit and honey flavours.

the young brother Giacomo, who makes the wine, and
his two sisters who together run the company day to day.
The wine business is in their blood - their grandfather
was a grape grower who sold grapes to the local co-op.
They make a few slightly different wines such as an
attractive dry, white, sparkling wine made in the classic
method from Passerina and which spends 12 months on
the lees. I tasted a range of their whites including the
Pecorino 2012 which had won a bronze medal in the
local wine competition, but I preferred their two reds and
the sparkling wine to their whites overall.

It is still young and needs another 2-3 years to begin to
be at its best. According to our host, it will be ready to
start drinking in 2015. They only make 1 000 bottles a
year and say it needs 3 years maturation and will
probably be priced at 25 Euros, the problem with that
being, in the UK, the ex-cellar price will usually be
tripled by tax, duty and margin so that would in effect
price it out of our market. Pity! As it was not bottled I
didn't give it a score but it was their best wine.

One of their best wines was the Nobil Terre Monte Floris Belisario Co-operative
2012 (1 4.5% abv and 1 00% Montepulciano). It had a rich Described as a model co-operative with 300 ha of vines
texture and was firm with good concentration. The
and a production of 30,000 hectolitres, Belisario are the
tannins were a little rustic but it was lively and robust.
largest producer of Verdicchio di Matelica DOC.
89/100

Then Giacomo decided to show us his latest red wine
cuvée which as yet had no name. He kept the blend
secret and wanted us to try to guess it. So far as
maturation was concerned, this wine had had one year in
stainless steel, one year aged in concrete (the very latest
fashion in many top wineries and with good reason, if the
results are anything to go by) and six months in large oak
botte.

I guessed correctly that part of the blend was the exotic
and aromatic Lacrima di Morra D'Alba and there was
Centanni
also some Cabernet Sauvignon in there as well as other
Centanni are a small family company based at Montefiore varieties. This 201 0 ‘red with no name’ was my favourite
all'Aso who specialise in organic production. They
wine here but it was not yet in bottle. It was a deep, dark
produce 120,000 bottles annually. We were greeted by
purple wine with an aromatic nose of roses and heady,
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port-like, ripe cherry notes, with good concentration and
finely textured tannins.

Their Cambrugiano 2010 Verdicchio di Matelica was
one of their best wines and it had won a medal in the
Marchet wine competition. It had nutty aromas with

some deliberately oxidative, bruised apple notes and was
full, round, rich and nutty on the palate with a roasted
popcorn, buttery flavour. It did become very broad and
fatter when tasted over dinner later on the trip, but it had
a big, buttery appeal. 90/100

I also liked their sweet wine, the Carpe Diem 2008 (13%
abv, 40 g/l r/s and an acidity of 5.2 TA). This was a
Verdicchio di Matelica Passito (made by drying the
grapes). Deep red gold colour. Fragrant honey & barley
sugar aromas. Sweet but not heavy or cloying, with
peach and yellow plum flavours and fresh juicy acidity
leaving the palate clean. 94/100
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What was fun about this press trip was that it combined
cultural activities such as a visit to some extensive and
very impressive caves - the Grotte di Frasassi
(www.frasassi.com). These caves were discovered by
chance by a group of local cavers in 1 971, situated 7
kilometres south of Genga. Rich in water, this cave
system is particularly well-endowed with stalactites and
stalagmites.
Before visiting I was not sure how interesting I would find
this but the caves are so vast, so well lit and our guide
was so enthusiastic that it was a captivating way to spend
a couple of hours. It would be a great place to take
children with their active imaginations as the huge
stalagmites create a fairy tale landscape with varied
features with names such as, 'The Candle Lake', 'The
Polar Bear' and 'The Organ'. There is even a barrel of
Verdicchio dei Castelli di Jesi ageing in the special
conditions so as to see how it affects the maturation of
the wine.

streets. Meanwhile, inland we visited the impressively
beautiful, medieval walled towns of Jesi, Loreto and
Urbino. Jesi in particular seemed to be buzzing with life
and vitality on a Saturday night in early December.
These visits were all too brief but enough to make me
want to return and get to know the Marche region much
better.
Grateful thanks go to Michèle Shah and to the sponsors
"MARCHET" (Azienda Speciale della Camera di
Commercio di Ancona) for a memorable trip.
Paper making at Fabriano. Photo © Susan Hulme MW 2013

We also visited Fabriano, a paper mill with an ancient
tradition of making paper from cloth that goes back to the
XIII century. Our guide gave us some of the history of
paper making while we looked at the traditional
machinery and were shown the various stages of paper
making. Again it was a fun way to while away an hour or
so.
The trip also combined some wonderful coastal vistas
along the Marche coast with as we stopped off in the
colourful seaside towns of Numana and Sirolo. Even in
the middle of winter they provided a bright and uplifting
interlude with their colourfully painted houses and
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Numana. Photo © Susan Hulme MW 2013
The Candle Lake. Photo © Susan Hulme MW 2013

Photos & text © Susan Hulme MW 2013
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Interview with Eileen Crane
of Domaine Carneros
by
Anne Krebiehl

headed the international department for a financial
company, he worked on Wall Street for forty years. He
would let me taste the wines and he would tell me stories
behind the labels and of course they were colourful. I
actually had my own glass by the time I was eight years
old and by the time I was 13 years I realised it was a
cordial glass and I was quite insulted.

Eileen Crane, 64, is the CEO and founding winemaker of
Domaine Carneros in California, Champagne Taittinger’s
US-base for traditional method sparkling wines. As
elegant as the wines she makes, she’s been dubbed
“Napa's most powerful woman” by Forbes Magazine and
has received numerous accolades. Having started out in
the wine industry in 1 978 as a tour guide at sparkling
wine producer Domaine Chandon where her background
allowed her to work her way up to assistant winemaker,
she continued her quite literally sparkling career first at
So you had an early introduction to wine – have you
Gloria Ferrer and then as founding winemaker at
always known you wanted to be a winemaker?
Domaine Carneros.
Eileen Crane: When I finished school, the first level we
call BA, I ended up going to Venezuela and did social
While other winemakers never get to conceptionalize a
work aimed primarily at preschool children. Doing that I
winery, she was instrumental in the construction of both
got into nutrition and I came back [to the US] and did my
Gloria Ferrer for Freixenet in Sonoma and Domaine
advanced degree at the University of Connecticut in
Carneros for Champagne Taittinger in Napa.
nutrition and biochemistry. Because I knew something
about wine, I became kind of the dorm guru and people
Did you grow up with wine?
would come and get me to help them pick out the wine
Eileen Crane: My father had a wine cellar in New Jersey;
for their seduction dinners for Friday night. It got to be
that was very unusual in the 1 950s. He had landed on Dsuch a big deal that I had to read up so I knew enough.
Day in the Second World War and became very
But I never thought that it could be a career.
interested in French and German wines as the war
progressed. He came back with the interest and later he
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When did you realise it could become a career?
Eileen Crane: I was very interested in food and wine by
this point so I took a summer off and went to the
Culinary Institute of America in Hyde Park, NY, a
professional school. While I was there I actually met a
real life winemaker. He had a book that came from the
University at Davis in California. He did not know
anything about what was going on at the University of
California at Davis but I knew that Davis was a serious
school because of their nutrition department. So I made
an appointment, flew out and had a discussion with a
professor in the fermentation science programme.
He tried very hard to discourage me and he said I’d be
better off seeing about a PhD in nutrition. I said ‘I am
going to be a winemaker’ and he said ‘I don’t think so.’
But he did do me a favour – they had a brand new
woman professor called Ann Noble and he asked her to
talk to me. She said ‘you don’t need to have another
degree, come and take some classes and convince
somebody you can do it’ -- and that’s what I did. I went
home, packed my bags and drove my Chevrolet Impala
across the country, loaded with my possessions, and
moved to Davis.

You did not listen to that professor. What do you think
gave you the gumption to ignore him?
Eileen Crane: I was pretty determined. It was funny. I
knew what I wanted. If, when I was a kid, I had known
that there was any possibility of being a winemaker I
would have known then. I had no idea. But once I found
that there was a place you could learn and study I wasn’t
going to be stopped at that point.
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first winemaker left and I was asked if I wanted to work at
the laboratory and of course this was the chance I was
hoping for.
So little by little the woman who was the chemist became
the assistant winemaker. Six years later I was hired by
Freixenet to build Gloria Ferrer and I was there three
years and I got it up and running, made their first wines,
got it functional. Then Taittinger came along, asking to
talk to me and it was a good match, an extraordinary
match for all these years.
When I finally found that there was this key to opening
the door which was a university, this one older
gentleman wasn’t going to dissuade me. I certainly
would have gone out and done a lot more research, I
probably would have pursued it anyway and taken the
chance. It might have been necessary to make a living at
some point in another related field and then come back,
but I just don’t think that professor had a chance of
dissuading me.
It would have been harder if I had found this out when I
was forty as opposed to when I was 28 or 29 so that
made it easier, but it never even crossed my mind to give
up. It was him saying these things that made me dig in
my heels, he could sense that and he referred me to Ann
Noble -- maybe she could talk sense to me.

How did you move on from there?
Eileen Crane: I was at Davis [to take classes] and I got a
job as part-time tour-guide at Domaine Chandon which
was brand-new then in 1 978. I almost starved that
summer. They then lost their pastry chef and asked me if
I’d be willing to help them out in the kitchen. Then their
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You make it sound easy but certainly there were
challenges?
Eileen Crane: There are not many positions for sparkling
wine makers. There are probably a dozen sparkling
houses in California of any size so there aren’t many
openings, so it took a while to find where I was going.
Probably the biggest challenge I faced was when I was
hired by Freixenet to build Gloria Ferrer.
I thought they hired me to be the winemaker and the day
the son of the owner was leaving, we were talking about
how the winery was going to be built and he said ‘you’re
going to be building it.’ I had given up my job and I am
not sure if I would have taken up this job had I known.
But that was a huge challenge to oversee the construction
and development of the winery. When I took that on I
was 35 and then of course three years later I built this
[Domaine Carneros] but this was a lot easier because I
knew what needed to be done.

How does it feel to have conceptualised this place?
Eileen Crane: It feels very good but to be fair, the concept
for the château came from Champagne Taittinger and I
have a wonderful team that I work with so, for instance,
although I am still in the lead for the sparkling wine and
the cuvee blending on the sparkling wine, since 2008 we
have a Pinot Noir winemaker. I think it’s always naïve to
think you do it all yourself. Obviously the vineyard
manager and the grapes that come to you make a huge
difference, even the person who runs the analysis…
You have become the face of Domaine Carneros and
you implemented Champagne Taittinger’s ideas. Did you
have a lot of common ground?
Eileen Crane: Before I was hired I went through eight
interviews which is extraordinary. We tasted wine I had
made before and talked about style, so they were
confident in the winemaking and what I was going to do.
In the first couple of years we would send over the base
wines [to France] and they always agreed to my proposed
cuvée. By their standards, I had a decade of experiences
already so I wasn’t a kid.
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certified organic. Organic farming makes a huge
difference in the quality of the wine, it also makes it
much better for the people working in the fields, it is also
the right thing to do for the waterways. We started going
organic in 1 991, it was very difficult back then, but as of
2003 we’ve been fully organic and the certification was
complete in 2008.
It takes a long time for a winemaker to learn both their
skills and their vineyards. While a chef in a restaurant
may make their famous dish 30 times a night, I made
sparkling wine for 36 years. Most people would say I am
What other parallels are there between Champagne
probably the sparkling wine maker with the longest
Taittinger and Domaine Carneros?
history in the United States of making méthode
Eileen Crane: Taittinger is not a tiny Champagne house, it champenoise, but I’ve still only made sparkling wine 36
is not as big as a Moët Chandon or Mumm, but they grow times.
more than 50% of their own grapes which in Champagne
is really extraordinary. We grow 97% of our own grapes: How did the culinary training inform your choice?
we are very much estate-based, very interested in the
Eileen Crane: I think what the culinary background really
quality of the wine, and also very much the finesse, the
did for me was to fine-tune my senses to flavours and
elegance.
aromas. I was always interested in cooking, in smelling
and tasting things and I always think if I wasn’t a
People ask how I describe the wines and I always say I
winemaker I would be a perfumer or a florist because
describe it as Audrey Hepburn in a little black dress:
that really appeals to me.
everything in its place, very elegant, nothing is too much,
nothing is overdone, nothing is blousy. Everything is just Where do you want to take Domaine Carneros?
in its place.
Eileen Crane: Now my challenge is inspire other people
and to keep everybody going in the same direction What are your greatest achievements at Domaine
doing it enthusiastically and with a real care for quality.
Carneros?
Also, to see that we realise the vision we have set for
Eileen Crane: Domaine Carneros is one of the smallest
ourselves, that all of us here are on track to achieve that,
Californian sparkling houses, but that allows us a couple so we continue to succeed. We are known at the
of luxuries. One of them is that the vast majority of the
Domaine for our hospitality, we see a large number of
grapes we use are all from our estate and they’re all
guests each year, we want them to have the most positive
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experience possible. We spend a lot of time and energy
to make sure the experience is what it’s expected to be.
We also need to take care of our employees, we are
concerned with our people, how do we keep them
happy. I am not about to give up the hands-on sparkling
winemaking and cuvée-blending but at the same time I
need to be realistic and need to inspire people and create
a framework in which people can succeed and continue
to do what the trademark is of Domaine Carneros in
terms of quality, style, hospitality and service.

How do you relax and gather strength for these
challenges?
Eileen Crane: I am a reader, I like history, I like spiritual
reading of all types, I am reading an interesting novel
right now on Rumi, I almost didn’t get to work this
morning, I got so involved. I love exotic travel, I’ve been
to south-east Asia, India, Africa, Japan which if probably
my favourite place to go, so I really love travelling. I love
going for hikes and getting outside, and getting together
with old and new friends. I like good dinners with
friends and I am always up for a different culinary
adventure.
Text © Anne Krebiehl 2013
Photos © Domaine Carneros
This article previously appeared in Sommelier India.
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Familiar faces
The judges represent the great and the good of the South
African wine industry, (I was the only foreign import),
with a good smattering of winemakers, growers, writers
and educators. There are several familiar faces that come
and join us in the U.K. including, of course, the
legendary Dave Hughes.

Wine Judging South African style
by
Lindsay Oram

It’s judging for the IWSC but not as we know it.
Like several of our members I have judged for many
years for the IWSC, firstly at Ockley and now at Dunsfold.
This July I added a new IWSC venue to my list - Paarl,
South Africa.

I met with a mixture of young winemakers, such as
Nomonde Kubheka, and learning and listening to the
people that have been pivotal in creating the modern
South African wine industry, such as Francois Naudé,
was, for me, the most exciting part of the trip. I managed
to get myself invited to Nederburg and the sparkling wine
producer J.C. Le Roux.

Pinotage. The overall standard of the wines was high,
with a good smattering of gold and outstanding silvers,
and certainly some trophy contenders.
So it all sounds pretty much like judging in the U.K. so
far. However there is one very large difference - the
surroundings!!! Comparing the Grande Roche hotel in
Paarl, where the South African competition is judged, to
the airfield at Dunsfold is like comparing a Timex with a
Rolex.

The Grande Roche Hotel. Photo © Lindsay Oram 2013

Over the last few years the IWSC has spread its wings and
no longer are all wines judged in the UK. The first to go
‘independent’ was California; this was followed by South
Africa. The latest overseas venture is Hong Kong.
Dave Hughes with Frances Horder and Michela Nassiz.
So does overseas judging differ from the U.K, or do the
same rules apply? Firstly the competition is administered
from the offices in Dunsfold under the leadership of
Michela Nassiz and Frances Horder, both of whom spend
a week in Paarl in July preparing and running the 4 day
competition, so no change there. Anyone who has judged
in the U.K will recognise the flight sheets and the judging
sheets; even running the computer is the same.
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Photo © Lindsay Oram 2013

But back to the judging, would my European palate be
out of sync, would I find burnt rubber everywhere? The
answer was no. There were times when judges, including
myself, disagreed, but less so than a U.K. panel.
Did every wine, or even any of them have the ‘goût de
terroir’ sometimes associated with South African wines?
Well no, and before you ask I did judge some classes of

IWSC lunch - South African style!!! Photo © Lindsay Oram 2013
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The Rolex
The hotel nestles under and commands a stunning view
of the majestic Paarl Mountain. The sit-down 3 course
lunch is an altogether more luxurious affair than the
sandwich lunch at Dunsfold.

flights are awaiting you, meaning no inter-flights chats
while waiting for the lovely Chris and Linda to clear and
bring in the next flight. Another innovation is the coffee
break. After you have scored all the red wines, as a
reward you get a cup of coffee and a range of cakes,
while the 3 tasting rooms are being cleared and re-set up
with all the white flights.

Hospices de Beaune
by
Marisa D'Vari

“The two Burgundian grape varieties were both badly
treated by the weather throughout the vegetative cycle,”
begins Roland Masse, in his opening address to
journalists during the official tasting of the Vente des Vins
des Cuvées de la Récolte 2013 du Domaine Hospices de
Beaune.

Space is not an issue. Photo © Lindsay Oram 2013

So overall, judging in South Africa at the IWSC has a real
‘home from home’ feeling, but with some great added
extras, and something I would love to do again.

Sure beats egg sandwiches!! Photo © Lindsay Oram 2013

Another difference is space. At the Grande Roche there is
no rushing into the room to secure the position with the
most space, as here each judge has their own table,
which is the size of a small dining table. Judging is
generally faster than in the U.K. due mainly to the fact
that on arrival in your allocated room all your red wine
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Photos & text © Lindsay Oram 2013

Despite this news, wine for this charity event run by the
Christie’s auction house set a price record for the second
year in a row, raising more than six million Euros. “We
are very happy with this exceptional result,” said Michael
Ganne, director of the wine department with Christie’s of
Paris.
The record auction price is well deserved … though the
weather did create a smaller harvest, many of the wines
tasted at this event were real gems, as the naturally low
yields increased concentration and flavor. This rather
ceremonial tasting in the Salle Saint-Nicolas of the HôtelDieu, is attended by some of the world’s most renowned
critics. It was interesting to be seated at the round table
of Michel Bettane, who for some reason was surrounded
by an eager group of young Chinese who appeared to be
making a documentary of sorts about him. Across from
me was Bernard Burtschy of Le Figaro, and a few tables
away Neil Beckett of World of Fine Wine among others.
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The Salle Saint-Nicolas tasting was quite civilized – eager
young people in green aprons would bring wine on
command, and would repour if desired. Spittoons were
within easy reach. The ambience was quiet and
reverential.

Saturday was also the BIVB’s Palais des Congrès tasting of
3000 Burgundy wines, with virtually each kiosk
representing a region. In past years I had come early –
and did not realize near the noon hour the lines to taste
“Volnay” or “Gevrey-Chambertin” were six people deep.

This was in direct contrast to the “public” event on Friday
at the place where the new barrels were ageing, where
everyone (trade or press) had to pay twenty Euros, wait in
line, and also bring their own glass (however, one could
be purchased inside).

One woman, glass in hand, went to each kiosk in turn
thrusting out a glass and demanding “Grand Cru” in
each. The people manning the lines seemed to take the
crowd with a sense of humor, keeping their cool.

balance and finesse of the vintage, was meeting the
producers themselves.
Burgundian producers are all very different. You have
the large houses … for example, I was invited to visit one
of the larger houses, Bouchard Aîné & Fils ,for a “special
tasting” that was very dramatic and elaborate in
construction.

A very limited number of guests were led down to the
beautifully maintained cellars to taste both the new
Thursday night was a night of Gevrey-Chambertin
vintages and the older vintages, including a Beaune 1 er
The ambience here was convivial: groups of friends,
producers getting together and holding a four hour tasting Cru Clos du Roi 1 964. It was fairly magical: candle
couples, and families slowly snaked their way in an
of their various wines (including several Grand Crus)
light, old barrels, the scent of fermenting wine … all very
organized fashion through the cellar, where every eight
followed by a dinner featuring several older vintages. On romantic. You could also find some light bites to
barrels or so a winemaker or an assistant would ladle a
the back of the tasting sheet was a place to write notes
accentuate the wine and food pairing. Employees would
tiny pipette of wine into the glass – just enough for a sip. and scores.
deposit the wine into glasses from pipettes as one strolled
through the different rooms. A very unique experience!
Usually by the time one analyzed the wine and made
Interestingly enough, I found myself seated at dinner next
notes, the glass was ready for the next pipette – quite an
to the president of the Syndicate, Jean-Michel Guillon.
This large house was in contrast to the tour of smaller
interesting system. Beyond getting a glimpse of the 2013 When I turned my notes over, I was happy to see that his producers lead by Jeanne-Marie De Champs, who started
system it was a great way to get a sense of the different
wines received excellent marks. What was interesting
her export business a few decades ago, with strict
regions. For me the Corton Clos du Roi, Baronne Du Bay about our conversation was that unlike many other
requirements for a “good farmer.” Given the high prices
Grand Cru stood out, as well as the Beaune 1 er Cru
Burgundian producers who inherited their land, he was
of wine from this region, one may make erroneous
Rousseau-Deslandes.
“self-made” having started out as a young person working assumptions about the growers. Most are modest in the
the land of others and gradually acquired his own land.
extreme, spending their time in the vineyards and winery.
The international press also assembled on Saturday for
the Déjeuner Officiel de la 1 41 st Fête des Grands Vin de Other interesting developments during the week was a
One of the most vivid examples is Paul Pernot, a beretBourgogne featuring the wines of the Côte Chalonnaise,
round of tastings with Jeanne-Marie De Champs of
wearing WW II veteran who conducted a short tasting of
Côte d’Auxerre, Saint-Aubin, and Givry. Nelly BlauDomaines et Saveurs, who brought me to many of her
his Grand Cru Puligny-Chassagne in his bottling room.
Picard, VP of the BIVB specializing in exports, was seated producers – some for the second time – to see how the
The contrast between this weathered farmer, who quit
next to me and we discussed many of the BIVB’s plans,
2012s and 2013s were developing. The excellent quality
school at the age of 1 4 to help his family and the finesse
especially in Asia. Japan is a top market along with
of these wines was the first tip that the auction would
and sophistication of the wine with its elegant gilt label
America at the moment.
work out well. Yet beyond the exercise of ascertaining the was quite poignant.
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Anne Parent, winemaker for her family’s Domaine Parent,
is a new acquisition for Jeanne-Marie and a good
example of women who are succeeding in taking control
of the family’s winemaking, typically reserved for the
oldest male.
Domaine Parent owns several choice Grand Cru parcels,
and though Anne is a more sophisticated example of a
“good farmer” (she had been a BIVB executive many
years, going around the world to educate journalists and
consumers about Burgundy), yet she is still obsessed with
using new approaches to make the best wine while also
being as natural as possible.

More typical is the father/son transition of Domaine Bart
in Marsannay, a red/white/rosé appellation that had been
famous for rosé wine for many generations. Domaine
Bart, like Benigne Joliet of Domaine de la Perrière, are
both in the process of applying for Grand Cru status.
Martin, an energetic man with electric white hair a la
Albert Einstein, is quick to jump to a map to point out the
family’s various diverse vineyards.
The lucky winemaking families had prescient ancestors
who were quick to jump on available land when it was
affordable: today many fine winemakers like Domaine
Langoureau are priced out of the market.

Sometimes taking control of the winemaking of a family
domain is not a question of a younger daughter fighting
for this right against a brother, but a question of a brother
having his own ideas about winemaking and fighting his
family for control. Such was the case of Bénigne Joliet of
Domaine de la Perrière, who had to buy out various
family members in order to make his wine in a more
natural, quality style.
And sometimes an heir to cru classé vineyards, with little
desire to take over operations, ends up drafted into the
job. Such was the case of Paris-born Jean Meo of MeoCamuzet who did not have this choice.
At the age of 20, his father (who was involved with
businesses other than the winery) asked the question:
“would you want to take over Meo-Camuzet?” Though
the question came as a surprise with only a short time to
make the decision, Jean said yes.
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When I asked Dominique Gallois of Domaine Gallois his
‘secret’ for his excellent wine in an uncertain 2013
vintage, he responded thusly: “I looked at the moon, “
explaining that whenever there was a new moon, one
can expect weather changes so he picked earlier sensing
rain and cold, while others took a chance.
A couple more snapshots of the Hospices de Beaune
scene: four star hotels filled with wealthy Americans
here to bid as well as experience the black tie dinner at
Clos Vougeot and a Monday lunch at La Paulée de
Meursault, where guests bring their own wine and share
it with other participants. Here, famous labels flash by
each second, your glass is filled with a generous inch of a
properly mature Grand Cru vintage, and just one moment
later, an even better bottle passes by! In 2011 I was lucky
enough to be seated among the various dignitaries.
Yet at the heart of Hospices de Beaune is the charity
auction that does so much to help the poor, as well as the
way the festivities also allow the locals inexpensive
access to experience the Grand Cru wines they might not
be able to taste or afford otherwise.

Martin Bart of Domaine Bart. Photo © Marisa D'Vari 2013

Text & photo © Marisa D'Vari 2013

To sum it all up, Burgundy is a tapestry of not only soil
types yet diverse producers, each with his/her own story
worthy of a television soap opera. Beyond fine
winemaking and luck with inheriting or acquiring the
best land, good farmers need to have a “sixth sense”
when it comes to weather.
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Social Media too was covered in great depth, with several
speakers talking of the power of Social Media to create
brand ambassadors in their thousands. Gavin Quinney of
Château Bauduc was sanguine, viewing Facebook and
Twitter and the like as a means of building image, not
necessarily sales: "Friends and followers for show, emails
(mailings) for dough".

Wine Vision, November 2013
- assorted reflections
by
Richard Bampfield MW

I only attended Wine Vision on one day out of the three,
but that and the frenzy of media activity emerging from
each session were enough to convince me that this was
no ordinary wine conference. Top quality speakers,
mostly CEO's and senior management, ensured that the
content engaged, provoked and stimulated.

"Friends and followers for show,
emails for dough. "
Those who really wish to understand the power of the
internet needed to listen to Bram Duchovnay of Amazon.
Although not yet selling wine in the UK, Amazon are
plotting their approach, based on a level of
understanding consumer behaviour that is likely to give
them a distinct advantage over the competition.

A real insight for me was that more people use Amazon
for product information research than use Google. Not all
go on to buy from Amazon - for every sale that Amazon
makes, they calculate that six sales are triggered
A recurring theme was the wine business's distant
elsewhere. A good argument, if ever there was one, for
relationship with the wine public. More education was
all retailers to have a strong internet presence. And
the familiar refrain but this time there were more practical
reassurance for existing retailers that some crumbs may
suggestions as to how this might be achieved.
fall from Amazon's table.
Simon McMurtrie of Laithwaite’s observed that
engagement may be more appropriate than education
and was delighted at the results of the company's
dramatic increase in spending on wine courses and
learning. Better trained staff, we should not be surprised
to hear, are more credible when sharing their excitement
about wine with customers.
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The speaker said that the key attributes of a successful
retail website must be selection, value and convenience.
Value, of course, does not necessarily mean cheap and
intriguingly some of Amazon’s best sellers in the US are
wines, spirits and Champagnes that are expensive and
hard to find elsewhere.

And, as an afterthought, customers visiting a site at
lunchtime are 33% more likely to purchase.
Internet sales are also considered to be a key cog in the
future of the Chinese market. Internet buying is popular
with all age groups in China and it can provide the key
information that the public fail to find at point of sale,
avoiding confusion and embarrassment in the shopping
aisles.
But we were reminded that wine is still very new in
China and a rosy future is not assured; the huge amounts
of fake wine and poor quality product (both imported
and domestically produced) may yet undermine China’s
potential as a major wine consumer.
Closer to home, there was a presentation by Sylvie Cazes
on the Cité des Civilisations du Vin, the new wine
project in Bordeaux. This is due to open in March 201 6
and will bring together wine museum, exhibitions,
conferences and all sorts of wine art, music and
literature.
Let’s hope that it helps turn Bordeaux into the wine
tourism destination that it has appeared so reluctant to
be, with the honourable exception of the efforts of the
Cazes family and one or two others.
© Richard Bampfield 2013
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Tasting of 1 990's Vintage Ports
by
Vasco Magalhães

On the 6th of December, the Confraria do Vinho do
Porto (Port Wines Brotherhood) invited its members to a
tasting of Vintage and Colheita Ports from the 1 990's,
followed by a fraternizing Christmas lunch.
The Port Wine Brotherhood was founded in 1 982 with
the mission of spreading, promoting and strengthening
the name of Port wine
around the world. The
patron of the Brotherhood is
Infante D. Henrique, third
child of D. João I, of
Portugal, and Dona Filipa
de Lancastre, of England,
born in Oporto and who
became known as Henry
the Navigator.
Henry the Navigator

The Port Wine Brotherhood organises various events
during the year the most popular of which are the
Enthronement Ceremony and the Rabelo Boat Regatta
(the flat-bottomed boats used to bring Port wine from the
Douro to Oporto). These two events have become part of
the festivities of St John on June the 24th and add to the
spirit of celebration and joy of the city and Port wine.
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Whenever the city of Oporto receives illustrious visitors
the Brotherhood is granted the very honourable mission
of rendering them the guard of honour, as happened in
1 983 with the visit of H.M. the Queen of England,
Elizabeth II and Prince Philip.
The declaration of Vintage Port is another high point of
Brotherhood life. This only happens when over 50% of
the Port Wine companies declare a Vintage, and since its
foundation the Brotherhood has declared the years of
1 982, 1 983, 1 985, 1 991, 1 994, 1 997, 2000, 2003, 2007
and most recently, 2011 .
Vintage Port is considered by many as the crown jewel of
Port wines. It is the wine of a single harvest of
exceptional quality which has been aged for two years
and is bottled between the second and the third year after
its harvest. A universal declaration, when the majority of
shippers declare a Vintage year, takes place on an
average of two or three times a decade.
I started working in the last years of the 70’s, and the
vintages of the 60s were the ones which marked this
beginning of my professional activity. It was an
outstanding decade with vintages of exceptional quality,
many of which I fortunately had the delight of drinking
during the 80s, and many times in that special
environment of the Factory House, in Oporto.
The declared years of this decade were the 1 960, the
outstanding 1 963, considered one of the greatest of the
20th century, and a no less extraordinary 1 966. In the
next decade, there was the 1 970 (an exceptional year),
the light and delicate 1 975 and again an exceptional

1 977. My impression of this decade matches Michael
Broadbent’s in his book “Vintage Wine”, in which he
classifies as Outstanding both the 1 970 and 1 977.
Speaking about the following decade, the 80s, he
classifies the 1 983 and 1 985 as “Very Good” (as they
seemed to me), without considering them as outstanding.
In the 1 990s, a shift in the market for Vintage Port took
place. Where once it was the prerogative of the British,
whose vintage port lovers drank in clubs like the St.
James’s, in London, the demand for port travelled to the
other side of the Atlantic, where in the United States sales
rose sky high.
However, there, vintage Ports were enjoyed while still
young, which one day made Michael Broadbent ask his
son Bartholomew, the Ferreira Port Wine importer in the
USA, “why so much young Vintage Port is now being
consumed in the States?”. The answer was “It goes well
with chocolate puddings”.
A new profile of Vintage Port thereby developed, where
vintages were drunk younger, the wines were more fruitdriven and more approachable when young, but without
losing the full bodied structure and ageing potential, thus
meeting not only the American taste, but also the taste of
many new Vintage consumers.
The 1 990's had three universal declarations: 1 991, the
much spoken about 1 994, (from which the Wine
Spectator awarded a joint 1 00 point No. 1 rating to
Fonseca and Taylor and which was, in my opinion,
responsible for the vintage Port consumption boom in the
USA) and the 1 997.
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For this Port Wine Brotherhood tasting, 1 4 companies
presented 28 Vintage Ports from the 1 990s, which meant
that some of these companies did not present their wines
and not all declared vintages were represented.
Of all the universally declared vintages, the 1 991 was a
complete surprise for only one wine was represented and
even that one was in no condition to be tasted. Although
promising at the time of its declaration, the 1 991 Vintage
has not matured as expected and that may explain its
absence.

The vintage most represented was, without a doubt, the
exceptional 1 994, although there were two major
absences (those awarded 1 00 points by the Wine
Spectator, the Fonseca Guimaraens and the Taylor’s).
When asked about the absence of these two brands,
winemaker David Guimaraens explained that stocks were
low.
There were wines that which were not in the best
condition, but a good group of the 1 994's showed well at
almost 20 years old now. They were deeply coloured,
mostly without any browning, with good aromatic
persistency, showing youth, the quality of the fruit,
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aromatic richness, good tannic structure, length and
ageing ability.

1994

Ramos Pinto
Medium deep, ruby/brown colour, medium intensity on
The other year of universal declaration in this decade was the nose, good evolution of red fruit, raisin character;
1 997 and four of the wines deserved to be highlighted in smooth tannins, medium body, well balanced, not long
my tasting notes for their even deeper colour, youth, fruit but good fruit finish.
Ramos Pinto – Quinta da Ervamoira
quality and structure.
Medium deep ruby colour, medium intensity but fresh on
the nose still showing red fruit, smooth, quite good
With regards to the other vintages presented for this
bodied for a 94 and balanced finish.
tasting, although not being universally declared, they
Noval
deserve an especial note. 1 995 was a pleasant surprise
Quite deep ruby colour, good concentration, rich fruit,
due to the quality of the wines, the freshness and the
fresh and clean on the nose; well-structured tannins, firm,
quality of the fruit, with four wines being noteworthy.
good volume and persistent finish.
Ferreira
Another year with few declarations from the Port Wine
Deep ruby colour, rich, ripe fruit, dense, good evolution
companies was 1 996, although there were two
exceptions. Similar, but with even fewer declarations was of the fruit, fresh, balsamic; good quality tannins, good
volume with a grippy finish.
1 998, also with two good registries and one for the year
Offley
of 1 999.
Deep ruby colour, quite fresh fruit, lively, floral, mint;
good volume, velvety tannins, smooth, lovely fruit finish.
This tasting of the 1 990s vintages took place in the
Sandeman
Sheraton Hotel, in Oporto. It was open to the Brothers,
Thick colour but ruby tending to brown, ripe fruit on the
Brotherhood guests and journalists and whoever wished
nose, raisin, good fruit; good evolution of the fruit on the
to could talk to producers and winemakers.
palate, smooth and elegant finish.
Dow’s
The venue did not have the best conditions to house a
Very deep ruby colour, intense nose, good red quality
professional tasting, for that was not the purpose, but I
fruit still young and fresh, rich, balsamic notes; smooth
was able to take some notes that, despite being brief,
tannins, good volume, velvety and elegant finish.
represent to me the current expression of the wines that
Grahams
caught my attention. Because time was short, I was not
Deep colour but tending to brown, dried fruit, raisins on
able to taste the Colheita wines.
the nose yet fresh and intense; firm tannins, nerve,
medium body and long finish.
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Quinta do Vesúvio
Very deep colour yet some brownish hue; good intensity,
still quite close, rich ripe fruit but fresh and lively; good
structured tannins, full bodied and powerful finish.
Warre
Medium deep colour, good intensity on the nose, floral,
fresh fruit; smooth tannins, good body, well balanced
wine, rich fruit, elegant finish.

1996
Quinta do Noval Nacional
Deep ruby colour, very intense, still young, floral
character, violet, fresh fruit and minerality; good tannins
and structure, fleshy, ripe fruit, flavourful finish.
Quinta do Vesúvio
Quite deep colour (bit brownish) intense nose, mineral,
fresh but ripe and rich fruit; strong tannins, full body, hot,
good fruit and firm finish.

Silval
Deep ruby; still young with an earthy character but quite
ripe and driven fruit; tannins still present, bit harsh but
good fruit finish.
Quinta do Vesúvio
Very deep but brown hue, rich nose, intense, red fruit,
plums and figgy, nice balsamic touch; good volume, lots
of fruit, well-structured tannins, quite powerful finish.

1995

1997

1999

Ramos Pinto
Deep ruby, slightly brown; good red fruit, fresh, good
intensity still showing youth, tannins a bit rustic but good
structure, medium body, nice ripe fruit finish.
Fonseca Guimaraens
Deep ruby colour, young and fresh, intense, floral, violet,
ripe fruit (not over ripe); good tannins and structure, full
body, quite firm, rich fruit finish.
Taylor’s Quinta da Terra Feita
Deep ruby/brownish, some vegetal notes, intense, good
fruit; nice acidity, good tannins, medium body.
Ferreira
Deep ruby, good intensity, fresh but ripe fruit, hints of
spiciness and balsamic notes; full bodied, good fruit and
velvety finish.
Offley
Deep tending to brown, fresh and lively fruit, good
evolution, attractive nose; smooth tannins, medium body
but very good balance and nice fresh fruit finish.
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Ramos Pinto
Deep ruby colour still showing youth, quite fresh,
mineral, floral notes and good quality fruit; good tannins,
medium body, fresh fruit finish.
Offley
Deep ruby colour, still young and closed on the nose,
mineral but good fruit and intensity; good structure and
volume, rich fruit finish.
Sandeman
Deep ruby colour, “big” nose, intense, good ripe quality
fruit yet fresh; good structure and tannins, full body, rich
fruit finish.
Graham’s
Deep colour, medium intensity on the nose but very fresh
and mineral, good quality fruit; well-structured wine,
elegant, nice balanced fruit finish.

1998

Quinta da Leda, Ferreira
Deep purple colour, good intensity on the nose, quality
fruit, ripe but fresh, medium structured tannins but full
body and well balanced, flavourful finish.
Andresen
Deep ruby colour, not a strong nose but clean fruit, ripe
and fresh; medium body, well balanced with a smooth
finish.
Despite all the setbacks that a social event brings to those
who try to achieve a more professional task, it was a
unique opportunity to taste a good group of Vintages
from two decades ago that still promise pleasure and
quality for one (or two) more decades ahead.
Text © Vasco Magalhães 2013 (Founding member of the
Confraria Vinho do Porto)
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for the château’s reputation and in fact David has rated it
highly for years.
The wines are racked during the 12 months of élevage
but not fined or filtered, and malolactic and blending
both take place before the wines are put into barrel.
There is a second wine, not featured in this particular
tasting, called La Demoiselle de Sociando-Mallet.

Château Sociando-Mallet tasting
by
Laura Clay

Château Sociando-Mallet hosted a tasting in late
November with Vincent Faure, General Manager, making
a rare visit to the UK, accompanied by Pascale RobyChevalier and with Richard Bampfield MW moderating.
Château Sociando-Mallet is situated in the north of the
Médoc, north of St Estèphe, and is acknowledged to have
an exceptional location on a gravel “croupe” overlooking
the Gironde. When Jean Gautreau bought the property
in 1 969, it had just 5 hectares of vines; it now has 85
hectares, currently planted to 55% Cabernet Sauvignon,
40% Merlot and 5% Cabernet Franc and even bucking
the trend by planting more Cabernet in place of Merlot.

It seemed that a major surprise of the first flight for the
audience was the quality of the 2012 vintage. The wines
showed excellent purity and structure, with perhaps more
flesh and generosity than had been expected.

The tasting started off with a tasting of 4 samples of the
2012 vintage, featuring wines from barrels made by three
different coopers and finally a blend of the three. Faure
is less interested in the different coopers for the flavours
they impart, more for their impact on the wine during its
élevage.
Seguin-Moreau tends to impart its flavour in a constant,
linear way throughout ageing and allows the Merlot to
show. For the Cabernet flavours to express themselves,
Taransaud barrels are best and the ‘prise de bois’ makes
its presence felt slowly, gradually growing in influence as
élevage progresses. And Boutes, on the evidence of this
tasting, gives a certain structure and possibly firmer
tannins than the other two with the oak being more
discreet.

The key is the balance of all three when blended together
and Sociando-Mallet has remained faithful to these three
suppliers for many years because they are happy with the
It is neither Grand Cru Classé nor Cru Bourgeois, but its
results of the blend. Over half the barrels are bought
status as one of the Médoc’s top estates is well
from Taransaud, a significant number because the Grand
established, with the wines fetching prices equivalent to
Vin is aged 1 00% in new oak each year: in Faure’s view,
those of a third growth. The fact that Stephen Spurrier, Oz
Taransaud gives a specific character which complements
Clarke, Serena Sutcliffe MW and David Peppercorn MW
rather than dominates the wine. Faure always uses
took front row seats at the tasting rather speaks volumes
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medium toast barrels and trusts the coopers to select the
wood and appropriate seasoning to suit the Sociando
style.

Vincent Faure, General Manager, Château Sociando-Mallet.
Photo © Laura Clay 2013

The second flight, tasted blind, featured Sociando-Mallet
2007, 1 999, 2002 and 2011 – all, of course, cooler and
less highly regarded vintages. The 2007 was complete
and pleasing, albeit in a lighter vein. The 1 999 showed
notes of unripeness, enhancing the aromatics, and now
appeared fully mature, with good balance and again in a
lighter style. The 2002 was a pleasant surprise for the
audience, showing complex cedar and tobacco notes and
genuine intensity of flavour and character – again close to
its peak. The 2011 was youthful, very pure in flavour and
more promising than the vintage’s reputation would
suggest.
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Photo © Laura Clay 2013

the potential to age for many years – it was in no way
disadvantaged by being served after the powerful 201 0.

Overall the flight suggested that Sociando, despite its
northerly location in the Médoc, can produce wines of
genuine interest in so-called “off vintages”. Such vintages
can, of course, produce high quality wines in their own
style even if they do not have the extra ripeness of the top
vintages or the same ability to age –not necessarily a bad
thing at a time when the average consumer (British,
anyway) doesn’t possess a wine cellar.
The third flight, again tasted blind, featured what would
generally be regarded as top Médoc vintages: 201 0,
2005, 1 996 and 2009. The 201 0 is exciting wine,
showing pronounced cassis character, real purity of
aromatics and flavour, and a freshness and structure that
suggest a long life ahead even though being pretty
approachable now.
The 2005 belied the view that many 2005’s are currently
going through a dumb phase, opening up in the glass to
show an enticing mix of both primary and tertiary
flavours, good flesh and a solid frame that again indicated
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The 1 996 is a marvellous wine, now complex and
tertiary, but with a depth of flavour and persistence
indicating that it will keep at this level for many years yet.
This confirmed the view that the 1 996 vintage from the
northern Médoc makes wonderful current drinking. The
2009 is big, rich and voluptuous although, at 13.5%, not
as high in alcohol as many wines of the vintage.
Probably not as complex as the other wines in this flight
at this stage, but certainly their equal in flavour; it will be
fascinating to watch this vintage’s evolution.
Overall the tasting confirmed what can be both a strength
and weakness in Bordeaux, that different vintages
produce wines of widely differing character. It is worth
noting, however, that the wines from top producers are
more notable rather for character than quality differences
between vintages. Sociando-Mallet demonstrably
produces wines that reflect the diverse nature of different
vintages in the Médoc.
Richard suggested at the beginning of the tasting that
what we, as wine lovers, are after is that Holy Grail of
wine – great quality at a fair price. On this evidence,
Sociando-Mallet can stake a good claim to deliver just
that.
Photos & text © Laura Clay 2013

Old Vintages of Champagne
by
Laura Clay

I’m a sucker for Champagne. I’m a sucker for mature
wine. A tasting billed as Old Vintages of Champagne
organised by the Institute of Masters of Wine was then
made for me. Held at Trinity House and moderated by
Mark Bingley MW, the presenters were Stephen Leroux
and Thierry Roset of Charles Heidsieck, Export Director
and Chef de Cave respectively, and James Simpson MW,
Sales Director of Pol Roger. The Champagnes were from
the ranges of these two great houses.
You could argue that it might have been a more
interesting tasting with greater potential for debate if the
houses were less similar in their wine-making philosophy
and style but comparisons are as just as valuable as
contrasts to the mind of this particular taster when the
wines are this good.
And in actual fact, it seemed that the tasting was purely
about having the opportunity to taste older vintages of
quality Champagnes to evaluate development without the
need for comparisons between them at all.
Both James and Stephen admitted that theirs were not the
most innovative of houses, that they liked other brands to
experiment on their behalf which they might (or might
not) follow ten years on. Neither use oak nor avoid
malolactic fermentation. James informed us that Pol
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Roger remained ‘gloriously old-fashioned’ and despite the The 1 996 (disgorged in 2005) was savoury and meaty,
cellar doubling in size twenty years ago, they still employ needing food while the 1 990 (disgorged in 1 999) showed
its maturity with nutty and dark chocolate notes and
4 remueurs.
beginning to reveal a lovely honeyed and quince finish.
Charles Heidsieck, (or simply Charles as they prefer to be The 1 973 was a particular treat to taste as Sir Winston
Churchill, Pol Roger’s Special Cuvée, wasn’t produced
known) is the smallest of the Grandes Marques, but
until 1 975 so all their very best crus went into the vintage
benefits from the largest collection of reserve wines in
wine 40 years ago.
Champagne with an average age of ten years. Thierry
Roset’s signature on the Charles Heidsieck Brut NV style
has been to reduce the number of crus used in the blend Three vintages of Charles Heidsieck Blanc des
Millénaires (1 995, 1 985 and 1 983) demonstrated that a
by half from 120 to 60, though the reserve wines still
proportion of Pinot Noir is not essential for quality aged
make up 40% of the blend.
Champagne, being as it is 1 00% Chardonnay. The 1 985
As controls for this tasting, we began with the NV Brut of was the top wine of the entire tasting for me in a pretty
stylish line-up. Thierry explained what each cru gave to
each house making it abundantly clear that this was
the wine: complexity from Cramant; minerality and citrus
going to be a very pleasant morning indeed. By the end
notes from Avize; power, texture and finesse from Oger;
of it, it was also apparent that these houses each have a
balance from Mesnil sur Oger and from the 1 er cru
particular and recognisable style, the same way you’d
village of Vertus, a floral lift.
recognise a Picasso or a Monet.
Pol Roger is elegant, refined, polished. Charles Heidsieck
is also extremely elegant but with a lighter, fruitier edge
to its finesse.
Tasting Pol Roger Brut Vintage wines (2004, 2002, 1 996,
1 990 and 1 973) showed that Pol Roger easily
overperforms in the vintage category and because of this
they produce a much higher proportion of vintage than
the 2% most other houses do in vintage years.
It was also clear that the staying power of their vintage
wines was strong: the 2004 was very youthful, doughy
rather than pastries on the aroma and the acidity fresh as
a daisy.
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Only 60 to 70 thousand bottles were produced so it’s no
wonder I’ve been foiled in trying to get hold of any but
the almost as delicious 1 995 is available, selling at
between £11 0 and £130.
It would be remiss to talk about Charles Heidsieck
without mentioning Champagne Charlie especially as the
glorious examples we tasted were 1 985 and 1 979.
Described by Stephen Leroux as ‘Vins de Meditation’,
these wines are made using only the best crus so the
blend ratio varies though usually the predominant grape
is Pinot Noir as it is in the 1 979. 34 years old it may be,
but there’s loads of life left in this creamy, complex,
charming wine.

As a tasting, it was not the most technical but for those of
us who do not have the opportunity to taste older
vintages of Champagne as regularly as we might like, it
was perfect. And what was particularly gratifying was to
see representatives of three houses (Mark is Fine Wine
Director of Maison Marques et Domaines which imports
Louis Roederer) work together, answering questions with
honesty, clarity and transparency glorying in, as Mark put
it, ‘The Englishman’s favourite wine’.

Text © Laura Clay 2013

Swiss precision in Stellenbosch
by
Lindsay Oram

Switzerland is most often associated with precision
timepieces, but two Swiss former veterinary practitioners
have brought a different type of Swiss precision to South
Africa. Winemakers Luca and Ingrid Bein make some
outstanding Merlots, with the help of Poppy and Gloria,
the donkeys, using sustainable practises and precision
viticulture in Stellenbosch.
When you ask Luca Bein why, 1 8 years ago, he and his
wife left their stable life in Switzerland for the more edgy
role as owners of a wine estate in South Africa, he merely
points to the beautiful view of the Polkadraai Hills; this
view for him is reason enough. However this is not their
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only brave move. Luca and Ingrid took the decision to
dedicate the whole of the 2.2ha estate to Merlot, a grape
that does not always find universal praise in South Africa.
But the mix of precision viticulture, sustainable practises
and a little help from the animals has proved a winning
combination.
Precision viticulture is often associated with large
vineyards, but at Bein estate, (2.2HA) it has proved an
effective tool in producing 4 very different Merlots,
ranging in price from ZAR 60 to ZAR 215.

of reasons; in this case Luca disagrees with the use of
copper, (allowed under organic farming) to treat downy
mildew. Luca prefers instead to use a range of nonorganic, but in his view, less harmful products. The
reason for Luca’s dislike of copper is, as a veterinary
practitioner, he and Ingrid treated many animals exposed
to excess copper.

Precision viticulture uses thermal imaging to produce a
map of the vineyard that shows the differences between
vine vigour across the vineyard. This vineyard was all
planted at the same time (1 996) and on the same
rootstock (the drought resistant 11 0R), so it really shows
the differences in soil fertility.

The Rosé wine (ZAR 60) is from grapes from the outer
edges of the vineyard, where the vines are more vigorous.
The Reserve Merlot wine (ZAR 215) comes from the
centre core of the vineyard where the vines are less
vigorous, producing grapes with more concentrated
flavours. There is a very good detailed map on the Bein
website - www.beinwine.com
Luca Bein. Photo © Lindsay Oram 2013
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The winery and house are totally self-sufficient in
electricity, which is provided from solar panels on the
roof.
It has almost become obligatory for vineyards to have
dogs, and Bein estate is no exception, especially given
Luca and Ingrid’s previous career. But other animals are
encouraged to help out at the winery. Firstly the Barn
Owls, which are an effective deterrent against other birds
and small mammals in the vineyard.
But the undoubted stars of the animal show are the
versatile Poppy and Gloria, two donkeys. These two
ladies perform three very different and tasks. Firstly by
providing slow release manure on their morning ambles
through the vines, (two donkeys make five tons of
manure annually!!).

The differences between the high and low vigour areas of
the vineyard are clearly illustrated by the different natural
vegetation growing between the vines.

More and more vineyards and wineries are using a
variety of sustainable practises, although many, like Bein,
do not sign up to organic status. This can be for a variety

are mowed; this allows the weeds to breakdown into the
soil, providing nutrients.

Luca believes under vine tilling destroys the soil structure,
so he uses herbicides instead under vines to prevent
competition from weeds. The weeds in the rest of the row

The second job for Poppy and Gloria is transporting the
grapes, picked manually, to the on-site winery. And the
final part of Poppy and Gloria’s job description is leading
the Donkey picnics, where visitors can head to the hills
to enjoy some delicious food, Bein wines and the
company of donkeys, without a cuckoo clock in site.

Photos & text © Lindsay Oram 2013
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Member News

AWE Inspiring News

Lorraine Collett has a new email address:
Lorrainecollett8@gmail.com

This is the newsletter of the Association of Wine
Educators. Opinions expressed do not necessarily reflect
the opinions of the Association.

Trevor Elliott has a new email address:
trevorelliottwines@gmail.com

Editor: Susan Hulme MW
Many thanks to all of our contributors.

Wendy Gedney has moved to:
Jacob House,
7 Radford Road,
Leamington Spa,
CV31 1 NG

AWE Administrative Office:
Andrea Warren
Scots Firs, 70 Joiners Lane,
Chalfont St Peter,
Bucks, SL9 0AU
Tel/Fax: 01753 882320

Phone: 07880 796786
E-mail: wendy@vinenvacances.com
Website: www.thewinewisecompany.com

E-mail: admin@wineeducators.com
Web Site: www.wineeducators.com
© AWE Inspiring News 2013
No part of this newsletter may be reproduced without
permission.
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